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CHARTS

This pack offers a story to read about collecting information and 11 
charts, 9 of which have a worksheet with questions of varying complexity.  
 Suitable for Reception-Yr3 depending on ability level.   Charts are 
accessible to nonreaders.   Worksheet text has symbol support.   For 
children with moderate learning difficulties, the worksheets can be the 
basis of 1-1 or small group extra teaching and discussion. Remember:
 Dyslexic children can access the worksheet text via the 

screen-reader in Communicate:In Print and complete the same 
worksheet as everyone else.

 You can adapt a worksheet by selecting and copying it to a blank 
landscape sheet;  unlocking the content;  and then deleting items 
which are too difficult.   Save your file with a new name!

 You could also adapt your file to be an interactive IPS file.
A book with a class of 'virtual' children is part of the pack.   This 
provides a readymade resource for gathering information to complete the 
children's charts.   (The teacher can keep a completed set and she will 
know what the answers should be - this is more straightforward than 
using facts real children collect for themselves even if it is not so 
realistic!)
 Transport chart and worksheet
 Clothes chart and worksheet
 Animals chart and worksheet
 Foods chart and worksheet
 2 Counting things we notice charts (look / listen)
 5 Charts to fill in about a group of 'virtual' children  

       described in Book 3
Filenames and desciptions are listed on page 2.
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CHARTS

Users can pick charts relevant to curriculum work or children can be 
allowed to choose different charts. Each chart is self-contained (apart 
from those which need the children's cards for completion). All the 
worksheets have questions of varying complexity. The worksheets about 
the children are simpler than the others.

cr6-00 charts-instructions
Outline and list of files.

cr6-01 charts story
Story to read aloud before attempting chart work.

cr6-02 charts worksheets
Contains the charts and associated worksheets:
 Transport chart and worksheet
 Clothes chart and worksheet
 Animals chart and worksheet
 Foods chart and worksheet
 2 Counting things we notice charts (look / listen)
 5 Charts to fill in about a group of 'virtual' children, counting:
 eye colour
 travel to school
 pets
 sports
 instruments

Each with a worksheet.
        
cr6-03 childrens data

Contains the children, each with a fixed format description so the 
charts about them can be completed. Reading skill required is 
minimal as there is symbol support for key words.

cr6-00 charts-instructions p2Activities Catherine Redmayne, Symbols (c) Widgit Software 


